
T E C H N I C A L D A T A S H E E T

STARPLAST aerosol
PLASTIC RELEASE AGENT, 
ANTI-SILICONE

DESCRIPTION 
STARPLAST is a release agent for the plastics.
It allows any operation of later coating by painting, screenprinting,
sticking or any decoration.

STARPLAST has excellent non-sticking and lubrication properties, which
makes it an ideal release agent in all processes of injection, extrusion,
blowing, thermoforming or compression. 

STARPLAST facilitates release of matters such as polyamids, ABS,
polyurethans, epoxies, polyesters, rubbers...

It leaves a dry, very thin, non flowing film allowing :
- An easy release, even for the most complicated forms;
- Obtaining an excellent surface quality of the released parts (allows to
avoid the defects of surface such as roughness, scratches, wrinkles…).

It has no action on the majority of the plastics, rubbers and metal
surfaces.

STARPLAST does not generate corrosion on the moulds.
STARPLAST facilitates the ejection, eliminates the problems from
bubbling or icing on the surface and makes it possible to obtain surface
qualities of very high quality without roughness, scratches, wrinkles or
tasks.

STARPLAST gives excellent results like nonstick agent to treat the moulds
in foundry of precision working with the process called "lost wax".

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
PLASTIC AND RUBBER INDUSTRIES : 
- Release of plastics and rubbers.
- Release of plastics intended to receive post-completion treatments
(painting, screenprinting, sticking, metalization…).
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The information appearing in this document is based on the current state of our knowledge relative to the product concerned
in all honesty. The characteristics indicated can in no way be construed as sales specifications. Besides, the users' attention
is drawn to the possible risks incurred when a product is used for purposes other than those for which it was designed. At the
same time, the customer undertakes to fully accept our general terms and conditions regarding supply contracts, and more
particularly the guarantee and the restrictive and no-liability clause. This document covers commercial and industrial secrets
which are the property of MMCC SA and thus, constituting an asset, shall not be disclosed to third parties under the French
act of July 11, 1979.

PACKAGING
Item code : 101745 - spray can of 650 ml - box of 12 units
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STARPLAST aerosol
PLASTI RELEASE AGENT, 
ANTI-SILICONE

TECHNICAL AND PHYSICAL DATA SHEET

PROPERTIES NORM METHOD VALUES UNIT

Aspect Visual limpid

Colour Visual clear

Sulphated ashes NF T 60 144 0 % mass

Copper foil corrosion, 24h at 100°C ASTM D4048 1a score

Physical aspect Visuel Fluid

Basis oil, kinematik viscosity at 40°C NF T 60 100 700 mm²/s

Impureties > 25μ FTMS 791/3005 0 Nb/ml

Impureties > 75μ FTMS 791/3005 0 Nb/ml

Impureties > 125μ FTMS 791/3005 0 Nb/ml

Acidity index 0.0 mgKOH/g

Specific gravity at 25°C NF EN ISO 12 185 920 kg/m3

Odour Olfactive odourless

Temperature range at peak use -40 / +200 °C


